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Introduction
Most teleports are small-to-midsize businesses growing organically over the years.
In this report, we will call them the Entrepreneurs. But a few operators have found
ways to grow significantly within a matter of
years by raising funds for ambitious develThe Four-Nines
opment, acquiring businesses and building a
Project
global footprint. We will call them the
The Four Nines Project is
Multinationals.
an ongoing effort by World
Tomorrow’s Teleport Business explores
Teleport Association to
promote best practices in
the opportunities and challenges facing the
teleport business,
independent teleport operator in today's maroperations, technology and
ketplace, where serial acquirers are building
management. It is named
for the technical standard
global businesses that deliver one-stop, endin a satellite or terrestrial
to-end service to the world’s multinational
media, maritime, resource, energy and governmental organizations. Though they lack scale and buying power, the
Entrepreneurs continue to deliver significant innovation in applications, technology and operations, which Multinationals with large installed customer
bases can find hard to do. Will the market reward the biggest companies with
continued growth opportunities or will size pose limits to their progress?
Will small companies find themselves squeezed out of opportunity or will
they out-innovate and out-perform their larger competitors?
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Methodology
Through interviews with the senior executives of large and small teleport
operators, Tomorrow’s Teleport Business investigates themes including:
• Market and business factors driving consolidation and multinational
operations
• Business focus and success strategies for multinational operator
• Risks to the multinational operator – and how to manage them
• Market and business opportunities for entrepreneurs today
• Business focus and success strategies for entrepreneurs
• Risks to the entrepreneurial operator – and how to manage them
• Alternative approaches to building a transmission services business
• Due diligence for teleport acquisition
• Preparing the entrepreneurial firm for acquisition
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Executive Summary
Opportunities for Growth by Acquisition
Our respondents among the Multinationals cited a host of more specific
factors as market and business drivers of their M&A activity:
•

Oversupply. Metro and regional markets in the US, Europe and the
UK have experienced consolidation as fiber bandwidth renders the
proximity of antennas less of a discriminator than in the past.

•

Multinational Customers. The globalization of media, maritime,
business, transportation, resource extraction and other satellite
service markets has produced a set of multinational companies that
increasingly want to work with multinational suppliers.

•

Maturing Markets. Demand growth for traditional satellite
services has markedly slowed in the major industrialized nations.
As service providers look for growth, they pursue acquisitions to
gain faster market entry into business and geographic markets.

The Advantages of Scale
Multinationals listed a wide range of advantages that their global reach and
operational scale provides them:
•

Ability to serve top-tier global customers

•

Operational efficiency

•

Infrastructure efficiency

•

Buying power

•

Diversified revenue base and product portfolio

•

Large sales channel network

Success Strategies for Multinationals
The Multinational executives we spoke with sounded three common themes
when it comes to their success strategies:
•

Leverage Your Global Reach. “Having a global network makes it
possible for us to provide competitive services. But it requires
critical mass of assets, as well as operational capabilities and scale.”

•

Leverage Your Scale of Operations. “The fact we have a global
network and secure global facilities really opens opportunities for
us. We can address needs within specific time zones in real time
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and, if we need to buy assets to meet a customer need, we have the
capital strength to make things happen quickly.”
•

Leverage Your Expertise. Larger operators can afford to have a
broader and deeper range of skills on board, which gives them the
capability to meet the most sophisticated requirements of customers.

•

Diversify to Reduce Risks. Size and scale create the opportunity to
diversify the business across customer segments and geographic
regions, which reduces the overall risks of the business – but does
require the expertise to be successful in multiple markets.

•

Invest in Solutions That Stick. Multinationals in the media space
have been putting strategic emphasis on content capture. By having
master copies instantly accessible, the service provider can provide
these additional services at a price no qualified outside competitor
could match while generating additional revenue.

Risks to the Multinational – and How to Manage Them
Size and scale do not make companies immune from challenge. In fact,
scaling up the business introduces significant new risks:
•

Burying the Customer in Bureaucracy. While size and scale can
deliver competitive advantages, along with size comes systems,
processes, bureaucracy and deterioration of reaction time.

•

Failing to Integrate Operations. Growing by acquisition means
combining assets and people in a way that makes them more efficient.
Bringing together different technologies, operating
procedures and cultures, however, usually makes for a bumpy ride.

•

Burying Profits in Overhead. Another risk that comes with size,
say operators, is that you grow costs too fast, or too much. “The
cost basis is fixed, and also relates to the number of countries you
operate in,” says an executive. “You need enough customers and
margin on sales to make it viable to sustain these resources.”

•

Accepting Bigger Risks with Each Customer. Bigger companies
need bigger customers to achieve their profit goals, and face the
bigger risks that go with them. “The bigger you get, the bigger the
projects, and when big ones leave you have more exposure.”

Opportunities for Innovative Entrepreneurs
Entrepreneurs succeed by finding unmet needs and creating profitable ways
to meet them.
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Geographic Niches
Opportunity lies in nations where telecommunications infrastructure remains
underdeveloped and neither government nor business is content to wait for
incumbent telcos to improve things. Respondents offered these examples:
•

Middle East and Africa. Many teleports there have turned their
marketing focus to the Middle East, where demand for
entertainment and connectivity are growing strongly, and to Africa,
where growing economies are fueling demand for telecom.

•

Latin America. Entrepreneurs serving Latin American markets
report that VSAT services for critical and remote enterprise applications are an attractive sector.

Market Niches
Respondents are finding opportunity by moving into niches where their teleport assets can differentiate them from competitors:
•

Extending Enterprise Networks. Small to midsize operators are
finding opportunity in offering enterprise networks a hybrid solution
for reaching locations beyond the edge of the terrestrial network.

•

Finding a New Role in TV. Rather than competing directly with
the multinationals, entrepreneurs are uncovering new opportunities,
such as providing outsourced centralcasting: managing a network of
remote studios from one master control room.

•

Data/Hosting. The Internet trunking market has gradually cooled
as ISPs in Asia, Africa and Latin America gain greater access to
lower-priced terrestrial connections. Entrepreneurs are responding
by expanding their collocation and data hosting capabilities.

Success Strategies for Entrepreneurs
Succeeding in a market where big companies wield significant market power
isn’t getting any easier. Successful entrepreneurs have identified a number of
strategies, however, to gain a competitive edge.
•

Speed and Flexibility. Small-to-midsize companies are generally
able to respond faster to customers and be more flexible in customengineering solutions. The smaller the installed base they have to
serve, and the lower their overhead, the more freedom they have to
provide a level of customization that a larger company could not.

•

More Customer-Centric. Every company claims to be customercentric, but small-to-midsize firms do find it easier than larger ones,
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simply because there are fewer layers and less bureaucracy separating the average customer from decision-makers.
•

Early-to-Market. Being first-to-market, or at least early-to-market,
practically defines what it means to be an entrepreneur. One teleport in a large domestic market has been able to sustain high growth
by moving into niches early in the growth phase using a shared-hub
IP/VSAT services.

•

Integrated Platforms. Many respondents cited as a competitive
advantage their ability to provide customers with a broad range of
services from a single, integrated platform, rather than customdesigning individual networks.

•

Specialized Applications. Platforms provide a foundation for
growth, but it is the applications running on those platforms that
ultimately win and retain customers. An entrepreneur says, “Our
advantage is in being able to offer a platform of services customers
can buy together or a la carte, from videoconferencing to voicemail.
We focus all our energy into the applications side.”

Best Practices of Successful Entrepreneurs
In addition to their strategies, respondents shared some of the underlying
business practices that have helped make those strategies work:
•

Reinvesting Profits. Entrepreneurs stressed the importance of
maintaining profitability and plowing those profits back into
facilities and services.

•

Maintaining Vendor Relationships. Multinational companies
have buying power that gives them leverage with vendors of
products and transmission capacity. Entrepreneurial companies
cannot hope to match that buying power, but their senior executives
are well-advised to spend time and energy cultivating good relations
with their most important vendors, according to our respondents.

Risks to the Entrepreneur – and How to Manage Them
Entrepreneurs face the same market risks as their Multinational competitors
but do not have the same resources to insulate them from the impact of bad
decisions or sheer bad luck:
•

Increasing Competition. Every satellite service provider is aware
of increasing competition. Lacking scale, Entrepreneurs must outinnovate their larger competitors to remain relevant in the industry.
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•

Customer Consolidation. The same consolidation of customers
that plays to the strengths of the Multinationals is an ongoing
challenge to Entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs with a smaller customer
base feel the threat most.

•

Disruptive Changes in Demand. Continuing technology advances
threaten profitable market niches, and there is no sign that the pace
of change will slacken. “The risk exists that customers, quickly
change their strategies,” points out a European entrepreneur
operator, “So you might risk revenue lost due to their changing
business, not due to loss to the competition.”

•

Speculating on Transponder Capacity. There is one sure way for
Entrepreneurs to sink their business, and that is to get caught paying
for a transponder lease without a paying customer for the capacity.

When is a Teleport Not a Teleport?
Some Entrepreneurs find an alternative approach to entering the satellite
services business. Instead of capitalizing the purchase or construction of a
teleport, they launch service using other companies’ facilities. How
important is it today for a managed service business to be facilities-based?
The decision boils down, according to respondents, to volume. Starting
up managed services in a hosted environment can make a world of sense if
you select a high-quality vendor and work hard to control your risk factors.
Particularly if the facility must be located far from your base of operations, it
can continue to make sense even after volume increases substantially.

Acquiring and Being Acquired
Ultimately, the interests of Multinationals and Entrepreneurs are complimentary. As in other healthy technology, the role of the Entrepreneurs is to innovate – to take risks on new geographic territories or new packages of service
or new customer segments – and the pressure on them to do so is greater than
ever. The role of Multinationals is to stitch together highly efficient global
operations that have enormous advantages of scale, buying power and
consistent quality of service.
Innovation is hardly the sole province of Entrepreneurs, any more than
operating across more than one nation is the sole province of Multinationals.
But successful innovators have the opportunity to be rewarded through
acquisition of their businesses by Multinationals.
The future of the industry is neither just about consolidation nor just
about entrepreneurship. It is likely to be a robust combination of both, as
teleport operators strive to maintain and improve their competitive edge in an
ever-more competitive market.
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